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♡ note

All that you think of you and all the nutrients that you eat will make your
constitution
each cell of your body is linked, and each cell of your body reflects the
whole 
A tiny change in one of your molecule will be instantaneously felt in all
molecules of your body and seen on your irises
By looking into your irises we can see the health of your organs and
systems

 

♡ conventional medicine is so so important for surgical emergency such
as an accident and for all advanced illnesses
♡ but we can do a prevention with an emotional therapy and with the
cares of mother nature
♡ all discomforts that you may have, come from an imbalance (hormonal,
microbial in your gut, or a congestion that causes inflammation). 
Inflammation, acidity and congestion are the cause of most of the illnesses
so cleaning all acidity is so important from now to forever

as all is linked, if you have a leaky gut for example, your organs and
systems are also inflamed
 



                                                               

in an iris, we can see signs of future complications so we can prevent them 
in an left iris we see the organs of the left side of the body and in an right iris
we see the organs of the right side of the body

Irises signs: 
the nuances of color indicate at what stage we are
the signs signify the health of an organ or a system
below is example of not so healthy irises:

this photograph is a perfect iris, which is always
silky and signifies a strong constitution  
When a baby you have your irises completely silky
with tiny inherited signs if any.                                              



feeling so well in each of your molecules and having all your Clair's
developed as well is normal. 

Cares
 

♡ mother nature: source or mineral water, juice, organic food just what
your body needs

♡ plants and flowers 

♡ patience 

♡ an emotional therapy: to understand your soul lessons, to release body
memories, to take back your energy from all people, places and situations
... .
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